R12
INSTANT REPLAY SERVER

R12 REPLAY SERVER
R-Series: A Replay Solution for Everyone
Simplylive Replay solutions are the most intuitive and scalable options in
the market. The R12 instant replay system brings the most powerful
solution to the R-Series family with a dual-user bundle and server
networking for scalable growth. The R12 provides the Ultimate Power in a
compact 2RU, redundant, intuitive and scalable Replay solution.
Although defined by a compact 2RU form factor
and significant cost advantages, the R12
represents the highest quality and professional
approach, all Simplylive products are known for.
The R12 packs a dense 12-channels of replay
power with dual operator control, to truly provide the most powerful bundle in the R-Series!
The R12 brings your replay solution to another
level and offers the same pioneering solution
which breaks with traditional concepts and
makes a modernized user experience for live
replay. The R12 replay offers up to 10 sources of
record for a single operator, to cover replays of a
significant number of camera angles. If you
need more editorial and operator control, you
can add the second user to the R12 and
reconfigure as needed.
But the R12 power does not end with a single
server setup. If you need to add more sources
and additional operators, the R12 offers
networking of multiple servers to increase the
power of your replays to whatever production
scale you might need.

The same intuitive user interface that has
become a landmark of the ViBox product range,
anchors the R12 user experience and provides
the expanded leverage to add a second operator.
All features are concentrated in a clear and
simple to use touchscreen user-interface, that
even new users can learn to operate in minutes.
Additionally, the system comes with the
optimized RC-10 dedicated slow motion Remote
Controller that integrates seamlessly with the
touch UI to present the best operator experience.
The R12 offers 12 configurable channels for up to
10 camera inputs for a single operator or 8
camera inputs and 4 outputs for dual operators.
The R12 offers this expanded power in a
redundant 2RU chassis and includes :
Replays & Highlights
	
Import / Export of media
Dedicated Remote Controller
Single or Dual Operators
Networking of Multiple R12 Servers

2RU Hardware Unit

R12 - Slomo Touch UI

UI Mini PC
Remote Controller

R12 Slomo - Single or Dual Operator Solution

Two R12 Slomo Dual Operator Networked together

Features
Compact 2RU Unit
Powerful Replay Solution
Single or Dual Operator
Redundant PSU & RAID Storage
Large Recording Capacity
12 channel 1080p
New RCU
Network Capable
Complete Bundle Package

The R12 architecture also brings flexibility for
remote, at-home productions. The system
allows the backend hardware to be located onsite, while the UI can be extended via Ethernet
to the Production facility. This allows for a
smaller footprint, less people needed on location
and an unparalleled level of workflow flexibility.

Simple. Flexible. Reliable. Affordable. Future-proof.

Technical Specifications

Video

	Up to 10x HD SDI Inputs
	Up to 4x HD SDI Outputs
10in/2out Single User or 8in/4out Dual User
	Additional I/O Options: NDI, TS UDP, TS RTP or
SRT
	Codec: DNxHD 120/145Mbps

Video Standard

	HD 720p, 1080i and 1080p, 8-bit

Audio

Embedded audio: 16 tracks per video channel
(input or output)
128Ch Dante or 64Ch AES67

Storage

5x2TB SSD Internal RAID Storage
Upgradable to 5x4TB SSD
USB3 connectors for import from / export
to external storage

UI Mini PC

2x UI Mini PCs included in the bundle
Intel Core i7, 2.8GHz, 16GB RAM, 250GB SSD
110 / 230 V, 120W power supply

Network

2x 1 Gigabit Ethernet port
2x 10 Gigabit Ethernet port

Controller

Dedicated Replay Remote Controller (RCU)
2x RCU included in the bundle
Optional Touchscreen (not provided)

Protocols

GPI control
TSL5

Operating System
Microsoft Windows 10

Physical

2RU Chassis: HxWxD: 86.8mm (3.42”) x
434.0mm (17.09”) x 647.1mm (25.48”)
Weight: 27.3 kg (60.19lb)

Power

Redundant Dual 110/230 V, 1100W PSUs

